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Purpose: 

 
The purpose of this policy is to provide guidelines and standards for coding packages, pallet 
identification, and product identification to ensure product can be traced and easily 
identified by customers. 
 
Policy: 
 
Facilities packaging product ensure that all product is accurately and legibly labeled and that 
shipping paperwork accurately reflects quantities and lot numbers shipped. The following 
requirements ensure that discrepancies are minimized: 

 
1.0 Package Coding and Printing: All packaged product must be identified by lot number 

per Policy 4.1 Product Lot Numbers.  Lot codes should be printed on the bag or 
package as it passes down the packaging line. Tote products are labeled with tags or 
placards as they are filled. In cases of emergency and equipment failure, paper bags 
may be stamped with lot information; however, bags must not be stamped so far in 
advance to where stamped bags exceed the lot number date being filled. Poly bags 
should not be affixed with stickers or labels under any circumstances. Package codes 
must agree with the date they are packed.  
 

1.1 Verification: Facilities must ensure that bagging machine operators are 
physically verifying that printers are accurately printing. Frequencies for 
monitoring printing should be conducted and documented at a minimum of 
every four hours for bagged product. When it is found that printing fails, 
facilities hold and recheck pallets to identify affected pallets. 

 
2.0 Customer-Requested Bag Printing: When called for in a customer’s specification and 

agreed upon in writing, facilities can print special item coding on packaged bags. Bag 
printing occurs adjacent to the lot number. In cases where customer-requested 
printing occurs, product must be packaged and shipped under a customer-specific 
resource number for identification purposes. Special requirements are 
communicated in work orders.  
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3.0 Pallet Wrapping and Caps: Warehouses ensure that all palletized product is protected 

based on the product type.  
 

3.1 Bagged Product: Palletized bag products are placed on cardboard or slip 
sheets and stretch wrapped. Product barriers are determined locally and may 
be pallet trays, slip sheets, antiskid sheets, cardboard, stretch wrap, and pallet 
caps. Pallets should be mechanically or tightly stretch wrapped at least three 
times to minimize shifting in transit. 

 
3.2 Tote Product: Totes are placed on cardboard, antiskid, or slip sheets. Totes 

are not typically covered with plastic unless requested by customers and 
appropriate pricing terms are met. Special information is updated in the 
Standard Order Form (SOF) comments and communicated on the work order. 

 
4.0 Pallet Identification (Placarding/Tote Tags): All pallets must be identified through 

placarding or tags affixed to totes. The following guidelines are in place for accurate 
labeling and identification: 
 

4.1 Pallet Placarding or Tagging: Sugar pallets are identified through placard 
application or tagging (totes only). Identification markers must be machine 
printed and sequentially numbered. At a minimum, the information must list 
the product name, lot number, and the number and sizes/weight of packages 
on the pallet. All bagged pallets must be labeled on at least two sides and 
should be positioned where they are easily seen from the seat of a forklift. 
There are cases where customers request unique information 
(barcoding/numbers) to be displayed on products. These are approved on a 
case-by-case basis and require unique resource identification.   

 
5.0 Split Pallets: Split pallets are skids with two lot numbers. Split pallets may occur when 

the lot number changes while stacking a pallet or when units are damaged and a 
single separate lot is used to fill the pallet. Warehouses identify split pallets by 
affixing a secondary identification tag listing the additional lot number and number of 
units. Operators place the secondary tag adjacent to the original identification tag. 
Warehouses maintain documentation for split pallets to ensure traceability. Facilities 
generating split pallets must ensure accuracy of accounting transactions and 
shipping paperwork. In some cases, short pallets may be preferable to split pallets. 
 

5.1 Restrictions: The following restrictions are applicable to split pallets: 
 

5.1.1 Warehousing facilities cannot create or ship SMBSC split pallets due to 
software constraints.  

5.1.2 Factories are prohibited from shipping split pallets of industrial product. 
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5.1.3 Warehouses generating split pallets must ensure that split pallets are 

created by combining lots from the same factory, meet FIFO criteria, and 
ensure that the shipments don’t exceed customer lot restrictions.   

 
6.0 Short Pallets: Some customers will not accept split pallet shipments. Where 

applicable, warehouses attempt to minimize split pallet inventories due to the 
additional requirements to maintain traceability. Due to the unavoidable nature of 
occasional damage to units and efforts to meet customer request, warehouses may 
ship pallets that are short up to four (4) units rather than generating a split pallet. 
 

6.1 Restrictions: The following restrictions are applicable to short pallets: 
 

6.1.1 Facilities cannot create or ship SMBSC short pallets due to software 
constraints.  

 
Responsibility: The responsibilities for implementing this policy are:  
 

Warehouse Managers and General Managers: Individuals given authority over 
warehouses are typically responsible for overseeing personnel conducting these 
activities and ensure requirements are consistently met. 
 
Quality Assurance Team: Responsible for verifying the implementation of this policy 
through facility inspection, internal auditing, and prerequisite program verification.  

 
Forms & Documents:  
  

Doc. No.: Doc. Title: Description: 

  There are no standardized forms or 
documents associated with this policy. 

 
Amendments: 
 

Date: Rev. No.: Description: 

04/08/2019 0 New policy generated to incorporate partner facilities. Revisions 
considered NSM, Amalgamated, and SMBSC policies.  

 

 

 


